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16.00 Optional item: walking tour of historic Dublin

18:30  REGISTRATION OPEN
 
18:30  Welcome Reception Drinks
BlueTech Forum welcomes delegates with a networking 
drinks reception.

 Pre-Conference Networking Dinner
A networking dinner will take place in the Historic 
Christchurch Cathedral in Dublin. The Cathedral (found-
ed c.1028) is the spiritual heart of Dublin City, and one of 
Ireland’s top visitor attractions. Traditional Irish music will 
create a convivial atmosphere followed by a candlelit 
dinner in the crypt.

07:30   Networking Breakfast Meetings
Connecting people is a value-add that BlueTech Forum 
can deliver through our extensive network of water industry 
contacts. Our team will also be available throughout the 
day to help facilitate introductions and meetings.

08:30    Welcome Address: Water & the 4th Industrial 
Revolution – Paul O’Callaghan, CEO, BlueTech Research. 
Paul will provide an opening address on the conference 
key themes of Water and the 4th Industrial Revolution. 
This will map out the day and provide an overview of the 
themes of the conference.

9:00     Keynote Address: The impact of megatrends on  
water – John De Yonge, Insights Director, EYQ, Ernst & Young. 
BlueTech and Ernst & Young are collaborating on a white 
paper that will take the eight megatrends Ernst & Young 
identified as shaping 2017 and beyond.   The keynote ad-
dress will identify how these megatrends map to water. 

9:20       Water Technology Roundtable Briefings
See page opposite for full list of topics.

10:30    NETWORKING COFFEE BREAK

11.00 Innovation Showcase Elevator pitches      
During the reception, Innovation Showcase companies will 
deliver a 1 minute pitch to help you decide which tech-
nology companies to focus on connecting with during the 
event.

Day 2 – Wednesday, 07 June

11:20    Innovation Showcase Roundtable
 
Case studies will introduce delegates to the technology 
concept, its value proposition, the problem it solved, the 
influences on the choice of technology, the experience 
during implementation and what this means in the context 
of the 4th industrial revolution and the Internet of Water 
(IoW). Confirmed showcase companies include:

• Oxymem: a leading innovator in the area of low  
energy treatment providing membrane aerated bio-
film reactor (MABR) technology.

• RealTech Water: a Canadian company linked to the 
thematic area of IoT and on-line analysis, which pro-
vides an innovative line of water quality sensors.

• Aquaporin: Danish membrane company  
developing a biomimetic membrane using Aquapor-
ins to reduce energy and enhance performance.

• Luminultra: uses advanced biotechnology to detect 
the presence of bacteria in water in real time.

• Biogill: Low energy wastewater treatment for industrial 
applications ranging from wineries to aquaculture.

12:30    NETWORKING LUNCH

13.30 Fire Side Chat Interview
A one-to-one conversation with Venkee Sharma, CEO, 
Aquatech

14:15    Keynote Address – Emilio Tenuta, VP, Corporate 
Sustainability, Ecolab. Emilio will outline Ecolab’s collab-
oration with Microsoft using cloud computing to address 
industrial water use. Corporate water users are looking to 
fuel their strategy with real time data and insights around 
water risk management. Today that doesn’t exist, and so 
this partnership betweeen the global leaders in smart water 
management and cloud-based solutions brings that to life.

14:35    Round Table Reverse Pitch Session
Corporate companies will outline the industrial needs 
and challenges they face. This session will also detail their 
experience of working with technology companies and 
provide example case studies. 

15:45    NETWORKING BREAK

16:15    Keynote Address

17.00 BlueTech Innovation Awards
Companies taking part in the Innovation Showcase will 
receive nominations and votes to win one of two BlueTech 
Awards: The BlueTech Disrupt-o-Meter Award and the 
BlueTech BlueTuffle Award.

17:30    Taste of Ireland Closing Reception
A culinary highlight will be the Taste of Ireland session, fea-
turing local artisan produce including cheeses, seafood 
and craft beers.

Day 1 – Tuesday, 06 June Day 2 – Wednesday, 07 June
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Nano-Filtration tech trends and market 
opportunities 
Chaired by Graeme Pearce, TAG Expert
NF is gaining interest as a lower-energy 
way of treating dissolved organics, as 
water reuse grows in importance.

Micropollutants removal and AOP 
Chaired by Steve Gluck, TAG Expert 
Steve will present on the growing 
potenial for advanced treatment 
processes to remove contaminants such 
as pharmaceuticals and pesticides.

Managing brine and challenges and 
opportunities in the ZLD continuum
Chaired by Michael Mickley, TAG Expert
A look at the impact of issues including 
growing regulation of industrial sectors 
producing saline effluent. Converation 

starters will include Venkee Sharma, CEO of Aquatech 
and and Brian Powers, Director, External Options Develop-
ment, Dow Energy & Water Solutions.

Ultrapure and high purity water markets 
Chaired by Dr. Slava Libman, Director of 
Advanced Water Analysis, Air Liquide. 
Water and wastewater treatment in the 
semiconductor industry is estimated to be 
worth over $1 billion. We will examine the 
wider trends and opportunities.

The impact of regulations driving the 
ballast water treatment market
Chaired by Judith Herschell, TAG Expert 
With the advent of tighter international 
regulations, marine wastewater treat-
ment is set to be a significant growth 
area – but not without challenges.

Key drivers for innovation & market growth
Chaired by Paul O’Callaghan, CEO, 
BlueTech Research 
Why do some technologies and compa-
nies succeed and others fail? Analysing 
what the past can tell us about the future. 
Conversation starters will include Cees 

Buisman, Scientific Director of Wetsus and Art Umble, Amer-
icas Wastewater Practice Leader, MWH

Trends and opportunities in biosolids 
management 
Chaired by William Toffey, TAG Expert 
The outlook for advanced technologies, 
as well as how trends such as “infrastruc-
ture intensification” are shaping the use of 
established biosolids treatment methods. 

Conversation starters will include Steve Kaye, Head of Inno-
vation, Anglian Water.

Water Technology Roundtable Briefings
Moderators will provide five-minute introductory primers on the topic after which there will be a facilitated discussion. 
These bite-size interactive briefings will provide intelligence in an easy-to-digest format, setting the stage for informed-
discussions throughout the day and allowing you to interact with fellow delegates. Roundtable Topics will include: 

International trends in municipal and 
industrial water reuse 
Chaired by Wade Miller, TAG Expert 
Examining how the water reuse landscape 
is developing, with specialised approaches  
for industry and growing municipal interest.

Future trends in Biological WWT and market 
impacts 
Chaired by Dr. Glen Daigger, TAG Expert 
Topics will inclide the potential opportu-
nities for replacing conventional nitrogen 
removal technologies with low energy 
solutions.

China Water Opportunities in Power 
Chaired by Feng Hu, China Water Risk
Find out what is driving the market for 
wastewater treatment technology in 
China’s power sector, and where the 
opportunities lie.

Sensors and on-line analytics 
Chaired by Corina Carpentier, TAG Expert 
Water security, safety, and process optimi-
sation are all key benefits of early warning 
systems. Corina will present on recent inno-
vations in the sensor market.

Corporate sustainability and the circular 
economy 
Chaired by Laura Shenkar, Principal, 
Artemis Water Strategy
Sustainability is increasingly a priority for 
companies that see water risk affecting 

their bottom line. Laura will explain how this
impacts corporate strategy and the implications for the 
need for innovative technologies.

Beneficial use of produced water – 
challenges and opportunities
Chaired by John Veil, TAG expert
A discussion on the technical hurdles 
involved in treating wastewater from oil & 
gas operations, and the economic 
opportunities for its reuse

The Internet of Water – digital water 
Smart technology, predictive analytics and the Internet of 
things (IoT) are beginning to impact the water space, and 
will ultimately transform every aspect of it. This discussion will 
provide an overview of this complex yet vital subject.


